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M theory on „K33S1…/Z2
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~Received 28 February 1996!

We analyzeM theory compactified on (K33S1)/Z2 where theZ2 changes the sign of the three-form gauge
field, acts onS1 as a parity transformation, and onK3 as an involution with eight fixed points preserving SU~2!
holonomy. At a generic point in the moduli space the resulting theory has as its low-energy limitN51
supergravity theory in six dimensions with eight vector, nine tensor, and 20 hypermultiplets. The gauge
symmetry can be enhanced~e.g., to E8) at special points in the moduli space. At other special points in the
moduli space tensionless strings appear in the theory.@S0556-2821~96!50412-1#

PACS number~s!: 11.25.Mj, 04.65.1e
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During the past year it has been realized that the mod
space of string theories has a special point where the l
energy dynamics is governed by theN51 supergravity
theory in eleven dimensions@1–3#. This theory has subse
quently been called theM theory, and it has been shown th
some of the hidden symmetries of string theory become
parent when we view it asM -theory compactification on tor
@4,5#. More general compactifications of this theory on orb
folds ofS1 @6# and of more general tori@7,8# have also been
studied and have been shown to be dual to known str
compactifications.

One of the main problems in studyingM theory on orbi-
folds is thata priori there is no well-defined rule for com
puting the spectrum of twisted states, and one always ha
rely on the requirement of anomaly cancellation to determ
the massless spectrum from the twisted sector. For theo
with a high number of supersymmetries the spectrum
massless states is fixed more or less uniquely by the requ
ment of supersymmetry and anomaly cancellation. This f
ture has been exploited to determine the spectrum of m
less states inM theory from the twisted sector.

In this paper we shall focus onM theory on aZ2 orbifold
of K33S1. TheZ2 changes the sign of the three form fie
CMNP , acts as a parity transformation onS1, and acts as an
involution onK3—the same involution used in Ref.@9# to
construct the dual of Chaudhuri-Hockney-Lykken~CHL!
strings@10#. Even though the spectrum of massless state
this theory is not completely fixed by the requirement
anomaly cancellation, we shall be able to derive the sp
trum by comparison with known results aboutM -theory
compactification onT5/Z2 . The result will be anN51 su-
pergravity theory in six dimensions with nine tensor multi
lets, eight vector multiplets, and twenty hypermultiplets,
theory for which the anomalies cancel automatically@11–
13#.

Let us denote byt the part of theZ2 action that changes
the sign ofCMNP and acts as a parity transformation o
S1, and bys the involution onK3 that forms part of the
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Z2 action. Thus theZ2 symmetry is given by the product of
t ands. The involutions preserves SU~2! holonomy and
has eight fixed points. Its action on the lattice of signatu
~3,19!, representing the second cohomology elements
K3, exchanges the two E8 factors in the lattice, leaving the
~3,3! part invariant@14#. Thus it has eight negative and four
teen positive eigenvalues@9#. In particular it leaves the har-
monic ~0,2! and ~2,0! forms, as well as twelve of the har-
monic ~1,1! forms invariant, and changes the sign of th
other eight harmonic~1,1! forms. An example of such a
K3 surface is given by the hypersurface@9,15#
( i51
4 (zi)

450 in CP3, wherezi denote the homogeneous co
ordinates on CP3. The involutions is given by

z1→2z1 , z2→2z2 , z3→z3 , z4→z4 . ~1!

The eight fixed points are at

z15z250, ~z3 /z4!5exp~2p ik/4!, kPZ,

z35z450, ~z1 /z2!5exp~2p ik/4!, kPZ. ~2!

Using the Lifschitz fixed-point theorem one can verify tha
this involution leaves fourteen of the harmonic two form
fixed while changing the sign of the other eight@9#.

After we mod out by thisZ2 symmetry, the resulting
theory hasN51 supersymmetry in six dimensions. The con
dition of anomaly cancellation by itself is not powerfu
enough to determine the spectrum of massless states in
theory completely, so we need to rely on some other pri
ciple for deriving the spectrum of massless states in t
twisted sector. The principle that we shall adopt will be th
following. Note that under theZ2 transformation the mani-
fold S13K3 has sixteen fixed points—two fromS1 combin-
ing with the eight fromK3. Near each of these fixed points
the space looks likeR5/Z2 where theZ2 changes the sign of
all the five coordinates. This is exactly the same structu
that appears at the orbifold points ofT5/Z2 . Thus we would
expect that the physics near these fixed points
(K33S1)/Z2 will be identical to the physics near the fixed
points ofT5/Z2 . The latter case has already been analyzed
Refs.@7,8#. In particular it was shown in Ref.@8# that each of
the fixed points acts as a source of21/2 unit of magnetic
three-form charge. The total magnetic charge is cancelled
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R6726 53ASHOKE SEN
putting nF/2 five-branes moving on the internal manifol
wherenF is the total number of fixed points. Each of thes
five-branes in turn gives rise to a massless tensor multiple
the chiralN52 supersymmetry algebra in six dimension
which corresponds to a tensor multiplet and a hypermultip
of theN51 supersymmetry algebra. Since herenF516, we
conclude that the massless spectrum from the twisted se
corresponds to eight tensor multiplets and eig
hypermultiplets.1 Following @8# we can also give a physica
interpretation of the scalars coming from the hypermultipl
and tensor multiplets. The scalars in the tensor multiplet re
resent the location of the five-branes alongS1, whereas those
in the hypermultiplet represent the location of the five-bran
alongK3.2

Having thus derived the spectrum of massless states in
twisted sector, we now turn to the easier task of deriving t
spectrum of massless states in the untwisted sector. Le
denote bym,n the six noncompact coordinates (0<m,
n<5), bym,n the coordinates onK3 (6<m, n<9) and by
10 the coordinate onS1. Then we get one more tensor mu
tiplet associated with the antiselfdual component ofC(10)mn

~the self-dual component being part of the gravity multiple!,
and eight vector multiplets associated withCmnm with
(mn) denoting one of the eight two cycles onK3 that are
odd unders. ~Note thatCMNP changes sign under theZ2
involution!. Finally we get 49 scalars@34 from the moduli of
s-invariant K3, one from the radius ofS1, and 14 from
C(10)mn with (mn) denoting a two cycle ofK3 even under
s.# One of these scalars is part of the tensor multiplet co
ing from the untwisted sector, the others form 12 hyperm
tiplets of theN51 supersymmetry algebra. The particula
combination of scalars that becomes part of the tensor m
tiplet coming from the untwisted sector is given b
l5AV/R whereV is the volume ofK3 andR is the radius
of S1.

Combining the spectrum from the twisted and the u
twisted sectors we see that the massless sector correspon
an N51 supergravity theory in six dimensions with nin
tensor multiplets, eight vector multiplets, and 20 hypermu
tiplets. It can easily be seen that this theory is anomaly fr
@12,13#, which is a reflection of the fact thatM theory has no
gravitational anomaly on a smooth manifold, and we ha
ensured that there is no anomaly from the fixed points
putting 21/2 unit of magnetic charge at each of the fixe
points @8#. Thus, this provides another example of a cons
tentM theory compactification. In fact the analysis based
M theory provides us with a nice geometrical picture of th

1Note that conventional heterotic string compactification onK3
only gives theories with one tensor multiplet arising from the an
symmetric tensor field. But supergravity theories with more th
one tensor multiplet have been considered in the past@16–18#. The
possibility of getting extra tensor multiplets in six-dimension
theories by putting five-branes moving on internal manifolds h
already been discussed in Ref.@19#. Here we have an explicit real-
ization of this idea. Other related six-dimensional string compac
fication has been discussed in Ref.@20#.
2Since theZ2 identification acts simultaneously onS1 and on

K3, we see that the tensor- and the hyper-multiplet moduli spa
do not factorize globally.
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hyper- and tensor-multiplet moduli spaces. The scalars in
of the 20 hypermultiplets label the moduli space
s-invariantK3 together with background values ofC(10)mn
on cycles ofK3 that are even unders, those in the other
eight hypermultiplets label the location of the eight fiv
branes onK3, and the scalars in the eight tensor multiple
coming from the twisted sector label the locations of t
eight five-branes onS1.

Note that at a generic point in the moduli space there
no massless charged states. There are however ma
charged states that arise from membranes wrapped aro
the two cycles ofK3. It is certainly possible that they could
become massless at special points in the moduli space, b
would be difficult to predict such events directly, since th
spectrum of states in this theory is not controlled
Bogomol’nyi bound. However, before theZ2 projection, the
theory hadN52 supersymmetry and hence BPS states,
we can first study the spectrum in this theory and th
project intoZ2 invariant states. As we shall see, this provid
a fruitful approach to determining points of enhanced gau
symmetries in this theory.

In carrying out this analysis, we shall make use of know
dualities between theM theory compactification on
K33S1 and heterotic compactification onT4 @3#. For our
purpose it will be most convenient to make this duality m
in two stages: first regardM theory onS1 as a type IIA
theory, and then use the duality between type IIA theory
K3 and the heterotic string theory onT4. In this language,
the transformationt corresponds to the (21)FL symmetry of
the type IIA theory, which in turn corresponds to a tot
inversion of the (4,20) lattice of charges in the hetero
string theory@21#. On the other hand the transformations
acts by exchanging the two E8 factors in the charge lattice o
the heterotic string theory@9#. Thus if we denote a vector in
the charge lattice of the heterotic string theory b
(kW ,kW1 ,kW2), wherekW is an eight-dimensional vector represen
ing momentum and winding in the compact direction, a
kW1 andkW2 are vectors in the two E8 root lattices respectively,
the net effect of the Z2 action will be the map
(kW ,kW1 ,kW2)→(2kW ,2kW2 ,2kW1). Now consider being at a spe
cial point in the moduli space of heterotic string theory o
T4 where the E83 E8 gauge symmetry is unbroken. In thi
case we can get massless gauge bosons invariant underZ2 by
taking the combination

u~0W ,aW ,0W !&V1u~0W ,0W ,2aW !&V , ~3!

whereaW is a root vector of E8 , and the subscriptV denotes
that we are considering space-time vectors. We also geZ2
invariant massless charged scalars by considering the c
bination

u~0W ,aW ,0W !&S2u~0W ,0W ,2aW !&S . ~4!

The extra minus sign compensates for the fact that the ve
operator for the scalar has a component proportional to
of the right moving internal currents that are odd underZ2 .
Similarly we can get massless charged spinors states.

Although we have constructed these states in heter
string theory onT4, by the chain of dualities, these state
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53 R6727M THEORY ON (K33S1)/Z2
must also exist inM theory onK33S1 at appropriate points
in the moduli space, and areZ2 invariant there as well.

3 Thus
when we make theZ2 projection, these states are expected
survive, and will give us massless states in the result
theory.~As we shall argue later, quantum corrections do n
make these states massive.! In particular the massless
charged vector states, together with appropriate fermio
states, and the eight U(1) vector multiplets, give us the8
gauge multiplet. On the other hand, the massless char
scalars, together with appropriate spinors, and eight neu
hypermultiplets associated withZ2 invariant E83E8 Wilson
lines ~in the language of heterotic string theory!, will form a
hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation of E8 . Thus the
resulting theory will have nine tensor multiplets, an E8 vec-
tor multiplet, a hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation
E8 , and 12 neutral hypermultiplets as its massless spectr

Are there new massless charged states coming from
twisted sector? To answer this question, we need to look
the geometry ofK3 near the enhanced symmetry points. A
has been argued in Refs.@3,22,23#, in M theory on
K33S1, enhanced gauge symmetries occur at points in
K3 moduli space where some two cycles collapse to ze
size. In particular, the enhanced E83E8 gauge symmetry
will occur at a point where two sets of nonintersecting tw
cycles, one associated with the first E8 , and the other asso-
ciated with the second E8 , collapse to zero size. The action
of the involutions does not leave any of these two sets
cycles invariant, but exchanges them. As a result the fixe
point singularities introduced due to the orbifolding byZ2
are distinct from the singularities inK3 arising from col-
lapsed two cycles. Thus we would expect that the massl
spectrum from the twisted sector, associated with the fix
points ofs, will not be affected by the collapse of the two

3In carrying out the argument further, we are implicitly assumin
that in the theory obtained after theZ2 modding, there is no phase
transition between the weak-coupling region ofM theory, where the
model was constructed, and the weak-coupling region of the h
erotic string theory, where one can see the appearance of mas
charged states. To get further insight, we note that the heter
coupling constantl in six dimensions is related to the volumeV of
K3 and the radiusR of S1 measured in theM -theory metric as
l5AV/R. Thus we can keepl small even whenR andV are both
large, by keeping the ratioV/R small. This of course does not mea
that the heterotic string theory is weakly coupled in this regio
since one or more of the radii ofT4 becomes large in this limit, so
that the correct description in the heterotic theory is as a high
dimensional theory where it is strongly coupled. However,AV/R
becomes the scalar component of the tensor multiplet from the
twisted sector after theZ2 projection, and the moduli associate
with T4 in the heterotic description become part of the hypermu
tiplet moduli space after the projection. So the above analysis d
show that we can go from the region of weakly coupledM theory to
the region of weakly coupled heterotic theory by remaining at
fixed point in the tensor-multiplet moduli space~i.e., keepingV/R
fixed!, and moving in the hypermultiplet moduli space. Thus we d
not expect phase transitions of the kind discussed in Ref.@19# to
appear as we move from the region where theM theory is weakly
coupled to the region where the heterotic string theory is wea
coupled.
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cycles. This argument continues to hold even when we mo
the five-branes away from the fixed points, at least as long
they do not hit the collapsed two cycles. The net result of th
is that the twisted sector does not generically give rise to n
charged massless states in the spectrum. This is just as w
since the spectrum of states that have already been fo
gives an anomaly-free theory.

Since in this case there is no supersymmetry to protect
massless charged states against gaining mass~by absorbing
the charged hypermultiplets!, we must examine carefully the
fate of these states under quantum corrections. Althou
quantum corrections inM theory are not properly understood
yet, we can make the following observation. Let us consid
the case where bothK3 andS1 have large volume, but we
are at the ( E83E8) singular point ofK3. In this case, before
theZ2 projection the massless states come from membra
wrapped around the vanishing two cycles ofK3. Thus these
states are localized onK3, but not onS1, and we obtain a set
of states in the six-dimensional theory by quantizing prop
gation of these massless states on the internalS1. Before the
Z2 projection, there is enough supersymmetry to guaran
that the zero modes of these fields alongS1 give rise to zero
mass states in the resulting six-dimensional theory~even af-
ter taking into account interactions!. Now let us consider the
effect ofZ2 modding. As has been argued before,Z2 has the
effect of exchanging two sets of vanishing cycles onK3.
Thus if we denote byM the neighborhood of the singular
point onK3, then after theZ2 modding, the internal space
still has the structureM3S1 near the singular point onK3.
As a result, the spectrum of the resulting six-dimension
theory is still obtained by quantizing propagation of th
massless charged fields on the internalS1. Since this is the
same problem as before, we would expect that the ze
modes of these fields onS1 would still produce massless
states in the resulting six-dimensional theory. Put anoth
way, the quantum problem that we need to solve to det
mine if the spectrum contains the massless charged state
not know about supersymmetry breaking, and hence w
continue to give massless charged states in the theory e
after theZ2 modding.

4 Of course, in this case we shall ge
only half of the states compared to what we had previous
since instead of having two copies of the singular regio
M3S1, we now have only one copy.

The point of enhanced gauge symmetry also gives us
way of determining the coupling between the tensor and ve
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4In principle the world volume instantons@24#, wrapped around
S1, and a two cycle onK3 that encloses both sets of collapsed tw
cycles, can give an exponentially small contribution to the mass
these charged particles. This is possible since such configurati
do ‘‘know’’ about theZ2 projection. In this case we would have to
interpret this as the charged vector multiplet~and the charged hy-
permultiplet! acquiring small mass through nonperturbative effec
in M theory. Put another way, the hypermultiplet moduli space w
contain a point where the gauge symmetry is almost restored~in the
sense that the charged vector- and hyper-multiplets have sm
mass! but is never completely restored. E. Witten has suggested t
it might be possible to argue that such a phenomenon does
occur in this theory, since it will be hard to write down a low
energy effective field theory satisfying this requirement.
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R6728 53ASHOKE SEN
tor multiplets. For this let us consider a limit where we in
crease the size ofK3 by remaining at the point of enhance
E83E8 symmetry, and at the same time, adjust the rad
R of S1 so as to keep the scalar in the tensor multiplet co
ing from the untwisted sector fixed. In this case the coupli
between the states in the twisted sector tensor multip
which live on the five-branes, and the charged vector m
tiplets, which live on the collapsed two cycles ofK3, can be
made to vanish by taking the location of the five branes
K3 to be far away from the location of the collapsed tw
cycles onK3. But this coupling cannot depend either on th
location of the five-brane onK3, or the size ofK3 ~appro-
priately scaled by the radius ofS1), since these belong to the
hypermultiplet moduli space. Thus the coupling between t
tensor multiplets coming from the twisted sector, and t
E8 gauge multiplets@including the U~1! 8 factor# must vanish
identically. Only the tensor multiplet belonging to the un
twisted sector couples to the vector multiplets. Using the fa
that the anomaly polynomial vanishes, and the results of R
@18#, this coupling can be shown to be of the form
A2ge2Ftr(F2), whereg denotes the canonical metric, an
F(5 lnAV/R) is the scalar component of the tensor multipl
in the untwisted sector.

One might try to get further enhancement of gauge grou
by going to special points in the moduli space of the~4,4!
lattice where the theory before theZ2 projection develops
enhanced gauge symmetries. IfbW denotes any nonzero ele
ment of such a special (4,4) lattice representing a mass
charged particle in the theory before theZ2 projection, then
we can get newZ2 invariant massless vectors by considerin
the combination

u~bW ,0W ,0W !&V1u~2bW ,0W ,0W !&V . ~5!

Similarly, Z2 invariant massless scalars are obtained by ta
ing the combination

u~bW ,0W ,0W !&S2u~2bW ,0W ,0W !&S . ~6!

The spectrum obtained this way is free from gravitation
anomalies since we get an equal number of vector- a
hyper- multiplets. However, typically the spectrum suffe
from gauge anomalies. Consider for example, going to a s
cial point in the (4,4) lattice where the theory before th
Z2 projection develops an enhanced SU(n) gauge symmetry
(n<5). The action ofZ2 on the group elements can be rep
resented as complex conjugation of the SU(n) matrices.
Thus the gauge group after theZ2 projection will be
SO(n), generated by real SU(n) matrices. The vectors given
in ~5!, together with appropriate spinors, constitute the vec
multiplet in the adjoint of SO(n). On the other hand, the
scalars given in~6!, together with the moduli fields that nee
to be tuned to reach the SU(n) point, and appropriate
spinors, constitute a hypermultiplet in the symmetric ra
two tensor representation of SO(n).

Is there a possibility of getting massless states from t
twisted sector? In theM theory onK33S1, enhanced gauge
symmetries of the type discussed above occur at points in
K3 moduli space where a set of two cycles associated w
the (3,3) part of the lattice of second cohomology eleme
-
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collapses to zero size.5 These cycles are mapped on to them
selves under the action ofs. As a result, the singularities
introduced by the orbifolding procedure are certainly goin
to interfere with the singularities introduced onK3 by col-
lapsing two cycles, and we would, in general, expect ne
charged massless states from the twisted sector.

It is conceivable that the spectrum from the twisted sect
arranges itself so as to give an anomaly free theory. Ho
ever, as we shall now argue, in this case there is no guaran
that the extra charged massless states obtained from the
twisted sector survive quantum corrections, and hence
more likely possibility is that we do not get any gauge
symmetry enhancement at all in the quantum theory. To s
this we follow the same approach as in the case of t
E83E8 singular points. In this case the massless charg
states are again localized onK3 near the vanishing cycles.
Let us denote byN the region inK3 near the vanishing
cycles. Thus before theZ2 projection the internal space nea
the singular point had the structureN3S1, and the quantum
problem to be solved involved the propagation of the mas
less charged fields on an internalS1. Supersymmetry guar-
anteed that the zero modes of these massless fields a
S1 give rise to strictly massless states in six dimensions. T
situation after theZ2 modding is quite different however.
Since in this case the regionN is mapped onto itself under
the Z2 action, the region near the singular point after th
Z2 modding no longer has the structureN3S1. In particular,
if P denotes the singular point onto which the two cycle
have collapsed, then atP the internal space has the form
P3(S1/Z2). Thus in this case the quantum problem to b
solved for determining the spectrum of massless charg
states in the six-dimensional theory reduces to studying
propagation of these massless fields not on an internalS1,
but on an internalS1/Z2 . This of course is a different prob-
lem, and now there is not enough supersymmetry in t
problem to guarantee that we get massless states in the
dimensional theory even after taking into account quantu
corrections. Thus we see that the massless charged states
we have constructed in the untwisted sector, do not in ge
eral remain massless after we take into account quantum c
rections.

Interesting phenomena might occur at other points in t
moduli space where the heterotic string theory develo
more general enhanced gauge symmetries involving the
(4,20) lattice. But again in this case one or more of th
collapsed cycles are invariant under theZ2 action, and hence
our ability to analyze the spectrum of massless states bre
down.

This theory has severalT-duality symmetries. One class
of such symmetries involve the permutation of the eight fiv
branes, which acts on the eight tensor multiplets arising fro
the twisted sector as a permutation group. We also have a
of duality symmetries that exchange the eight vector multi

5This can also involve a special limit where the size ofK3, mea-
sured in type IIA metric, is of order unity, and theC(10)mn fields are
adjusted appropriately. This would correspond to enhanced symm
tries appearing from the~1,1! part of the lattice that is not associ-
ated with the second cohomology elements ofK3, but to the zeroth
and fourth cohomology elements.
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53 R6729M THEORY ON (K33S1)/Z2
lets among each other2 this is part of the global diffeomor-
phism group O~3,19;Z) of K3 that commutes with theZ2
projection.

Upon compactification on a circle, both the vector and t
tensor multiplets give rise to vector multiplets in the resu
ing five-dimensional theory. In the spirit of Ref.@25# it is
tempting to conjecture that this theory has a U-duality gro
that exchanges the vectors coming from the six-dimensio
vector multiplet with the ones coming from the six
dimensional tensor multiplet. It will be interesting to stud
what kind of moduli space@26# arises as a result of this
compactification.

Finally one might ask if theM -theory compactification
discussed here has a string theory dual. It is clear that
dual in this case cannot be a heterotic string compactificat
on K3 since that always gives only one tensor multiplet.
turns out that Dabholkar and Park have independently c
structed six-dimensional string theories with precisely t
same spectrum of massless states at a generic point in
moduli space@27#. Thus we expect theseM -theory compac-
tifications to be dual to the ones constructed in Ref.@27# in a
nonperturbative sense.

There are several apparently singular regions in t
moduli space of this theory that deserve further study. One
these, already discussed earlier, corresponds to the re
where theK3 becomes singular due to collapsed two cycle
and the locations of some of the fixed points ofK3 under the
involutions coincide with the locations of the collapsed tw
cycles. Another interesting region would be where the loc
tions of two or more five-branes in the internal space co
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cide. There can be open membranes stretched between
five-branes in theM theory @28,29#, which would appear as
self-dual strings to a six-dimensional observer. These stri
are expected to become tensionless in the limit where
relative separation of two or more five-branes vanish@28#,
giving rise to a phenomenon similar to the one observed
type IIB string theory compactified onK3 @30#. Note that
reaching these special points in the moduli space requi
simultaneous adjustment of hyper-multiplet moduli~the lo-
cations of the five-branes onK3) and tensor multiplet
moduli ~the locations of the five-branes onS1). Upon further
compactification on a circle, these tensionless string
wrapped around the extra circle, will give rise to new mas
less states in the theory, and might further enhance the ga
symmetry. This lends further support to the conjecture th
the five-dimensional theory might have a duality symmet
that exchanges the vectors arising from the six-dimensio
vector multiplet with those arising from the six-dimensiona
tensor multiplet.

Note added: After this paper was submitted, an interestin
paper appeared that obtains a model with the same lo
energy spectrum from anF-theory compactification@31#.
This model is likely to be another dual of the model dis
cussed here.
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